Contact mechanics and lubrication analyses of ceramic-on-metal total hip replacements
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Abstract:

Ceramic-on-metal (CoM) total hip replacements have shown reduced wear and friction. Lubrication and contact mechanics analyses play an important role in providing an overall understanding for the tribological performance of CoM bearings. In the present study, the steady-state contact mechanics and elastohydrodynamic lubrication (EHL) and transient EHL of CoM bearings were analysed. The dry and lubricated contact pressures of CoM bearings showed typical characteristics of hard-on-hard hip bearings. The effects of head radius and radial clearance on the lubrication performance were predicted. CoC and CoM bearings are more likely to benefit full fluid film lubrication than MoM bearings.
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1. Introduction

Metal-on-metal (MoM) bearings made from high-carbon cobalt-chromium (CoCr) alloys have been used for both conventional total hip replacement (THR) and surface replacement in recent years due to reduced volumetric wear and larger bearing size giving improved stability. However, the potential long-term effects of elevated levels of metal ions have remained a concern [1-3] along with the very high failure rates that have been reported for one type of MoM resurfacing implant [4]. A new bearing couple, ceramic-on-metal (CoM), consisting of a ceramic head articulating against a metal acetabular liner, has been shown to reduce wear and friction compared to MoM bearings in vitro [5-9]. Moreover, a blood metal ion levels measurement indicated that the chromium levels were significantly lower in CoM than in MoM bearings in vivo [10]. Recent studies showed that an increase in the size of ceramic head may reduce wear further [11-13]. Therefore, CoM bearing couple is a promising novel design for hip implants and it has been approved recently by The United States Food and Drug Administration [14].

Improved lubrication may be an important reason for the lower wear of CoM bearings, since an effective lubricant film between the bearing surfaces can sustain the applied load while avoids direct asperity contacts. The heavy loads and low entrainment velocities experienced by hip implants result in a fluid film pressure distribution that is very close to the dry (unlubricated) contact pressure. Under adverse conditions, such as when the entrainment velocities approach zero and/or the load are very high, lubricant film may break down. Load is consequently sustained by the direct contact of bearing surfaces. Therefore, both dry contact mechanics and lubrication analyses are important for CoM hip bearings. Computational modelling of lubrication and dry
Contact mechanics of hip replacements can provide detailed information not only for the pressure distribution and lubricant film thickness in contact area, but also for how design and manufacturing parameters and operating conditions affect the lubrication performance. This information is imperative for further insights into the failure of lubricating film, wear generation and design optimization of hip implants, especially for a newly-developed design like CoM hip bearing.

However, no dry contact mechanics studies have been reported for this promising bearing couple. Moreover, the reported theoretical estimations of the lubrication film of CoM hip bearings were all simply based on a Hamrock-Dowson (H-D) formula [7, 15, 16], which can only calculate the minimum film thickness under steady-state conditions. Therefore, the aim of this study was to analyze the contact mechanics and lubrication of CoM hip bearings using numerical methods. The steady-state contact mechanics and elastohydrodynamic lubrication (EHL) and the transient EHL of CoM hip bearings were solved; the effects of geometric parameters of CoM hip bearings on the contact mechanics and lubrication performance were investigated; and the lubrication performances of MoM, CoM and ceramic-on-ceramic (CoC) hip bearings were compared.

2. Materials and methods

2.1 Materials

A typical CoM THR bearing normally consists of three components, a titanium acetabular shell, a CoCr insert and a ceramic (typically, alumina or alumina matrix composite) head. The CoCr insert is fixed in the titanium acetabular shell using a taper locking mechanism. The acetabular shell is fixed in the acetabulum using a
cementless method. The initial stability of the acetabular shell is achieved by screws or spikes while the long term fixation is reached by the in-growth of bone onto and around the porous-coated shell surface. The spherical ceramic head articulates against the hemi-spherical inner surface of the CoCr insert to form a joint. In the present study, the taper lock between the insert and the shell was not modelled and thus a secure locking between the insert and shell was assumed. A uniform thickness of 10 mm and 4 mm was adopted for the CoCr insert and the titanium shell, respectively. The bone and the fixation of the shell were represented by an equivalent support layer with a thickness of 2 mm and appropriate material properties [17]. Such a CoM bearing configuration is shown in Figure 1. All the materials were assumed to be homogeneous and linear elastic. The material properties adopted in the present study are summarized in Table 1. Five CoM THRs with different sizes or radial clearances were analysed in the present study. For the same radial clearance of 60 µm, three commonly used head radii (14 mm, 16 mm and 18 mm) were investigated. For the radius of 18 mm, radial clearances of 30 µm and 100 µm were also simulated. The study assumed correct alignment between the centre of the cup and centre of the head and theoretical alignment of the acetabular cup and head, such that the contact patch on the head did not intersect the rim of the cup.

In order to compare the lubrication performance of the CoM hip bearing with those of the CoC and MoM bearings, the transient EHL of a CoC THR and a MoM THR, both with the head radius of 18 mm and the radial clearance of 60 µm, were also modelled. The head of the simulated CoC hip bearing was similar to the CoM bearings, while an alumina insert was used for the acetabular component of the CoC bearing. The structure of the acetabular component of the investigated MoM bearing was similar to the CoM bearings. However, the head of the MoM bearing was made of CoCr alloy.
2.2 Models

Both steady-state and transient conditions were considered for the EHL models. For the dry contact mechanics models, only the loads used in the steady-state EHL models were imposed. The ball-in-socket geometry shown in Figure 1 was used to study the dry contact mechanics and EHL of CoM hip bearings. Since the inclination of the cup has a negligible effect on the EHL of hip implants provided the contact area is within the cup [18], the cup was positioned horizontally instead of anatomically with an angle of 45°. In reality, both the load and velocity experienced in human hip joints are three-dimensional (3D) and time-dependent [19]. Since the major velocity component of hip implants is in the flexion/extension direction and the resultant load is in the direction of about 10° medially to the vertical axis [19], it was possible to approximate the conditions with an estimated small loss in accuracy by considering only the flexion/extension velocity and vertical component of the load. In steady-state EHL studies, the angular velocity around the z axis was adopted as 2 rad/s [17, 20]. The vertical load was chosen as 3000 N to represent approximately 4 times normal body weight. In the transient analyses, the walking conditions based on the ISO 14242-1 testing standard [21] (Figure 2) were adopted.

The lubricant in artificial hip joints is periprosthetic synovial fluid, which behaves as a powerful non-Newtonian fluid under relatively low shear rates. However, under higher shear rates likely to be experienced in the hip joint (10⁵/s), it was considered reasonable to assume the periprosthetic synovial fluid as Newtonian, isoviscous and incompressible [20, 22-24]. A realistic viscosity of 0.002 Pa s was adopted for the synovial fluid in the present study [23].
The governing equations for EHL models were established in spherical coordinates defined in Figure 3. The Reynolds equation for the fluid flow between the bearing surfaces was

\[
\sin \theta \frac{\partial}{\partial \theta} \left( h^3 \sin \theta \frac{\partial p}{\partial \theta} \right) + \frac{\partial}{\partial \phi} \left( h^3 \frac{\partial p}{\partial \phi} \right) = 6\eta R_h^2 \sin^2 \theta \left( \frac{\partial h}{\partial \phi} + 2\Gamma \frac{\partial h}{\partial t} \right)
\]  

(1)

where \( p \) is film pressure; \( h \) is film thickness; \( \eta \) is the viscosity of the periprosthetic synovial fluid; \( t \) is time; \( \omega \) is the angular velocity of femoral head; \( \phi \) and \( \theta \) are spherical coordinates defined in Figure 3. The \( \Gamma \) parameter plays the role of a switch, which could be one or zero to represent a transient or steady-state problem, respectively.

Boundary conditions for the Reynolds equation were

\[
p(0, \theta) = p(\pi, \theta) = p(\phi, 0) = p(\phi, \pi) = 0
\]

\[
\frac{\partial p}{\partial \phi} = \frac{\partial p}{\partial \theta} = 0
\]

(2)

The film thickness consisted of the undeformed gap and the elastic deformation of bearing surfaces due to the film pressure:

\[
h = c - e_x \sin \theta \cos \phi - e_y \sin \theta \sin \phi + \delta
\]

(3)

where \( c \) is the radial clearance between the insert and the head (\( c = R_c - R_h \); \( R_c \) and \( R_h \) are the radii of the insert and the head, respectively); \( e_x \) and \( e_y \) are eccentricities of the femoral head; \( \delta \) is the elastic deformation of bearing surfaces, determined by the deformation coefficients of the bearing surfaces and the film pressure.

In addition, the external load components were balanced by the integration of the film pressure:

\[
f_x = R_h^2 \int_0^\pi \int_0^{\pi} p \sin^2 \theta \cos \phi \, d\theta \, d\phi = 0
\]
\[ f_y = R_\alpha^2 \int_0^\pi \int_0^\pi p \sin^2 \theta \sin \phi \, d\theta \, d\phi = w_y \]
\[ f_z = R_\alpha^2 \int_0^\pi \int_0^\pi p \sin \theta \cos \theta \, d\theta \, d\phi = 0 \]

\[ \text{(4)} \]

2.3 Methods

2.3.1 Dry contact mechanics

3D finite-element (FE) models incorporating the acetabular insert, titanium shell, equivalent support layer and femoral head were created in NX I-DEAS (Version 6.1, Siemens PLM Software Inc., Plano, USA) and solved using ABAQUS (version 6.9-EF1, Dassault Systèmes Simulia Corp., Providence, United States). A mesh convergence study was performed for the bearing with the radius of 18 mm and clearance of 60 µm to determine a proper mesh density. An increase of mesh density from 96 \times 96 elements to 128 \times 128 elements on the contact surface did not generate appreciable differences in the profile of contact pressure distribution. The differences in the maximum pressure and contact area caused by the two mesh densities were only 0.05 percent and 6 percent, respectively. Therefore, the mesh density of 96 \times 96 elements on the contact surface was employed for all the cases, resulting in a total of approximately 129,000 8-node linear brick and 6-node linear triangular prism elements for each dry contact model.

The element-based surfaces of the insert and head were defined as a contact pair, with the insert surface being chosen as the slave surface. “Node to surface” contact discretization was used for the contact pair. “Small sliding” was used as the contact tracking approach. The option of “adjust = 0.0” was adopted to avoid the initial overclosure. The parameter “CLEARANCE”, able to define initial clearance values
precisely at slave nodes, was used to accurately specify the initial gap between the bearing surfaces.

The dry contact mechanics of CoM THRs was also calculated using Hertz contact theory, based on the assumption of semi-infinite solids for the ceramic and metal bearing surfaces. This was done by means of an equivalent ball-on-plane model. The radius of the equivalent ball, \( R \), was determined from the radii of the insert and head, \( R_c \) and \( R_h \), and the radial clearance, \( c \):

\[
R = \frac{R_c R_h}{c}
\]  

(5)

This enabled the contact radius, \( r \), and the maximum contact pressure, \( p_{\text{max}} \), to be determined under given load, \( w \):

\[
r = \left( \frac{3wR}{E'} \right)^{\frac{1}{3}}
\]  

(6)

\[
p_{\text{max}} = \frac{3w}{2\pi r^2}
\]  

(7)

where \( E' \) is the equivalent elastic modulus of the ceramic and metal bearing surfaces, determined by the elastic moduli and Poisson’s rations of the CoCr insert and the ceramic head, \( E_c \), \( v_c \), \( E_h \) and \( v_h \):

\[
\frac{1}{E'} = \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{1 - v_c^2}{E_c} + \frac{1 - v_h^2}{E_h} \right)
\]  

(8)

2.3.2. Elastohydrodynamic lubrication

Briefly, for a steady-state problem, the governing equations were non-dimensionalised to facilitate the numerical analysis and improve the stability of the numerical process; the Reynolds equation was solved using a multi-grid method; while the elastic deformation was calculated using a multi-level multi-integration
technique [27, 28]. The load balance was satisfied through adjusting the eccentricities of the head according to the calculated load components from the film pressure. Three levels of grid were used in the multilevel solver. On the finest level, 257 nodes were arranged in both the $\theta$ and $\phi$ directions [18, 29]. For the transient models, the walking cycle was divided into 100 time steps (200 time steps made negligible difference in solutions from 100 time steps). At each time step, the numerical procedure was similar to that of a steady-state problem. The simulation of a transient model started with a steady-state solution. The convergent solutions for film thickness, pressure and eccentricities at one time step were used as initial values for the next time step until four walking cycles were finished, when the cyclic convergence had been achieved.

The deformation coefficients used to calculate the elastic deformation of the bearing surfaces were calculated using a FE-based method [30]. In brief, FE models were created for cups and heads. A unit pressure was applied to an element located at the centre of the articulating surface of the insert or the head. The displacement distribution along a longitudinal line caused by the unit pressure was calculated using ABAQUS. These displacement coefficients were used to curve fit a displacement influence function making use of spherical distance as the independent variable. The coefficients at each node were subsequently calculated using the curve-fitted function.

3. Results

Figure 4 shows the contour plots of dry contact pressure distribution at the bearing surface for different $R_h$, with the same radial clearance of 60 $\mu$m. The contour plots of dry contact pressure distribution at the bearing surface for different radial clearances, with the same radius of 18 mm are plotted in Figure 5. For all the cases considered in
the present study for the dry contact mechanics of CoM bearings, the maximum contact pressures and contact areas predicted from the FE method and the Hertz contact theory are listed in Table 2. The contour plots of film pressure predicted by steady-state EHL for different radii with the same radial clearance are shown in Figure 6. Figure 7 shows the contour plots of film pressure predicted by steady-state EHL for different radial clearances with a fixed \( R_h \) of 18 mm. In Figure 8, the minimum film thickness predicted from the present steady-state EHL model of a CoM THR \( (R_h = 18 \text{ mm}, c = 60 \mu\text{m}) \) is compared with that calculated from the H-D formula [31, 32], which is as follows

\[
\frac{h_{\text{min}}}{R} = 2.80 \times \left( \frac{\eta u}{E' R} \right)^{0.65} \left( \frac{w}{E'R^2} \right)^{-0.21}
\]  \hspace{1cm} \text{(9)}

where \( u \) is the effective entraining velocity, calculated from \( u = \omega R_h/2 \) for the present problem. Figure 9 shows the effects of radius and radial clearance on the steady-state film thickness along the central line in the entraining direction. Figure 10 compares the central and minimum film thicknesses and the maximum pressure between CoM THRs with different radii but a similar radial clearance, predicted from transient EHL models. The central and minimum film thicknesses and the maximum pressure predicted from transient EHL models for CoM THRs with different radial clearances are compared in Figure 11. Figure 12 compares the central and minimum film thicknesses and the maximum pressure of CoC, CoM and MoM THRs, predicted from transient EHL models.

4. Discussion

The profiles of the dry contact pressure of CoM THRs investigated in the present study showed typical characteristics of hard-on-hard hip bearings. As shown in
Figures 4 and 5, the maximum pressure was at the centre of the contact area; and the pressure distribution closely resembled the Hertz contact distribution. Moreover, for all the cases solved in the present study, the differences in the maximum contact pressures and contact areas predicted by Hertz contact theory and FE methods were less than 7 percent (Table 2). These characteristics are similar to spherical MoM [17] and CoC [33] total hip bearings with thick cups. It should be noted that the backing materials underneath the CoCr insert in the present study and those in the previous studies on hard-on-hard hip bearings were different. In the present study, the materials underneath the insert were titanium shell and equivalent bone. In the MoM study [17], the backing materials were cement and bone, while in the CoC study [33], the material underneath the ceramic inlay was an ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene inlay. However, similar profiles were obtained for the contact pressure of these three types of THRs. Therefore, it can be expected that for all hard-on-hard hip bearings, if the insert (cup) is thick enough, the backing material underneath the inset (cup) and the curvature associated with the ball-in-socket contact have a small effect on the contact mechanics at the bearing surfaces.

Since film pressure is almost identical to the dry contact pressure over most of the EHL conjunction, especially under a heavy load such as that considered in the steady-state EHL models of the present study, the similarity between the film pressure and the dry contact pressure is consistent with EHL theory and thus provides some support for the solutions of both the dry contact mechanics and steady-state EHL models. It is clear that the profiles and the magnitudes of the film pressures shown in Figures 6 and 7 closely resembled those of the corresponding dry contact pressures shown in Figures 4 and 5. For example, the maximum dry contact pressure for the CoM THR
with the radius of 14 mm and clearance of 60 µm was 112.6 MPa, while the corresponding maximum film pressure was 112.06 MPa.

For most of the steady-state cases investigated in Figure 8, the minimum film thicknesses predicted from the present numerical solution agreed well with the H-D formula, since such a thick-cup CoM hip bearing can be approximated as a ‘semi-infinite solid’ model. However, under heavy load and smaller viscosity, differences in the minimum film thicknesses between the present numerical solution and the H-D formula became obvious. Most likely, this is because when the lubricant film is extremely thin, more mesh nodes are needed to capture the minimum film thickness of the steady-state EHL. It is also possible that the Hamrock-Dowson formula intends to produce slightly thicker minimum film thickness, as indicated in a previous study for MoM hip implants [34]. A further investigation has to involve finer meshes. However, currently, the accurate calculation of the deformation coefficients of the bearing surfaces of hip implants for a large number of nodes is still challenging due to the requirement of extremely large computational cost for FE models.

The FE solutions of dry contact mechanics (Figures 4 and 5) and full numerical analyses of steady-state (Figures 6, 7, and 9) and transient EHL (Figures 10 and 11) indicated that head radius and radial clearance are important parameters for the tribological performance of CoM THRs in terms of reducing dry and lubricated contact pressure. For given bearing materials, dry contact and film pressures are generally determined by load and contact area. For the same load, the larger the contact area, the lower the dry contact and film pressures. Increasing size of hip replacements or/and reducing clearance between the insert and head can increase the contact area between the surfaces. As shown in Figures 4 and 6 and listed in Table 2,
for a fixed radial clearance of 60 µm and a load of 3000 N, increasing $R_h$ from 14 to 18 mm resulted in a 50 percent increase in contact area. As a result, the maximum dry contact and film pressures decreased from 112.60 to 78.41 MPa and 112.06 to 78.52 MPa, respectively. For a fixed $R_h$ of 18 mm and a load of 3000 N, reducing $c$ from 100 to 30 µm resulted in an increase in the contact area from 95.23 to 42.23 mm². Correspondingly, the maximum dry contact and film pressures decreased from 110.50 to 49.34 MPa and 111.49 to 48.98 MPa (Figures 5 and 7, Table 2), respectively. Moreover, the effects of radius and radial clearance on the film pressure are also clearly shown in transient EHL analyses (Figures 10 c and 11 c).

EHL analyses indicated that head radius and radial clearance are important parameters to enhance lubricant film thickness of CoM THRs. With a given angular velocity, a larger head radius improves the effective entraining velocity, entraining more lubricant into the contact conjunction, and slightly increases the contact area, all with the overall effect of increasing the lubricant film thickness. Therefore, an increase in the central and minimum film thicknesses is observed in Figures 9 a and 10 for CoM THRs if the radius increased from 14 to 18 mm. For example, the average increases in the central and minimum film thicknesses in one walking cycle obtained from transient EHL analyses were 45 percent and 80 percent. It should be noted that although it has been recognized that the radius of head is one of the key parameters of enhancing lubrication and minimizing wear of hard-on-hard total hip bearings, to the authors’ knowledge, no full numerical analyses of the effect of radius on the lubrication performance of hard-on-hard total hip bearings have been published. Therefore, the full numerical solutions presented in Figures 9 a and 10 are also able to provide theoretical supports for other types of hard-on-hard hip bearing.
A smaller clearance produces a more conforming geometry. Such a conforming geometry reduces the pressure gradient at the inlet, resulting in the reduction in the Poiseuille flow and an increase in the Couette flow. As a result, more lubricant is allowed to flow into the loaded area to improve lubrication [35]. Therefore, a decrease in radial clearance from 100 to 30 µm caused the increase of film thickness (Figures 9b and 11). The average increases in central and minimum film thicknesses in one walking cycle obtained from transient EHL analyses were twofold and threefold, respectively (Figure 11). This conclusion of the effect of the radial clearance on the lubrication performance of CoM hip bearings obtained from the present full numerical analyses was consistent with a previous study for general hard-on-head bearings based on the H-D formula [32].

The predictions of the effects of radius and radial clearance on the lubrication performance of CoM THRss made in the present study can be validated by published wear test results. Wear and lubrication are closely linked from a tribological point of view. An effective lubricant film is able to reduce wear significantly, while severe wear may occur if the lubricant film is not thick enough to separate the bearing surfaces. It has been shown that with similar or larger average radial clearances, 36-mm-diameter CoM bearings generated significantly lower volumetric loss than 32-mm-diameter CoM bearings [11, 12]. It has also been reported that the wear rate of 38-mm-diameter CoM bearings demonstrated lower wear rate than 32-mm-diameter CoM bearings, even though radial clearance of 38-mm-diameter CoM bearings was larger [13]. These results were all consistent with the effect of head radius on the lubrication performance of CoM THRss predicted in the present study. A smaller radial clearance producing increased film thickness agreed well with a simulator wear test of
CoM bearings [36], in which small clearances showed low wear than larger clearances for 28-mm-diameter CoM bearings.

The film thickness of CoM THR was thicker than that of the CoC THR, but thinner than that of the MoM (Figure 12), as expected. Under the same walking conditions, the only factor causing differences in the film thicknesses of the three types of bearing was the material properties of the components, which generated different elastic deformation under the same load. Since the elastic modulus of alumina is larger than that of CoCr alloy, the deformation for hip bearings with ceramic components was smaller, producing a thinner lubricant film. However, it is interesting to estimate the mode of lubrication of the three types of hip prosthesis. The estimation is usually based on the lambda ratio, which can be defined as:

\[ \lambda = \frac{h_{\text{min}}}{\sqrt{R_{a(\text{head})}^2 + R_{a(\text{cup})}^2}} \]  

where \( h_{\text{min}} \) is the minimum film thickness during a walking cycle; \( R_{a(\text{head})} \) and \( R_{a(\text{cup})} \) are average roughnesses of the head and cup/insert respectively. In the present study, 4 nm for ceramic surface roughness and 10 nm for CoCr surface roughness were adopted [7], resulting in composite roughnesses of 5.66, 10.78 and 14.14 nm for CoC, CoM and MoM bearings, respectively. As shown in Figure 12, with similar structure and geometry, the CoC THR may operate in fluid film lubrication during the whole walking gait; the CoM THR benefited fluid film lubrication during 80 percent of a walking cycle; but the MoM THR only operated in fluid film lubrication during 30 percent of a walking cycle. Such an improvement of lubrication mode in CoM hip bearing may contribute to the reduction of metallic wear and friction of CoM hip bearings, compared with MoM hip bearings [5-9].
There are a few limitations in the present study. For example, the roughness of the bearing surfaces, which plays an important role in the lubrication and wear of hip bearings, was not considered in the EHL solution. Moreover, only steady-state and normal walking conditions were considered in the present study. However, under adverse conditions such as start-up and stopping of walking, the lubrication performance and wear of hip bearings could be significantly different from normal walking. It should also be pointed out that the mechanism for the reduced wear of the CoM hip bearings is complicated. Besides the improvement of lubrication, other factors of CoM hip bearings, such as the improvement of hardness, differential hardness reducing adhesive wear [8], and reduction in corrosive wear [37] may also contribute to the lower wear of this novel hip bearing. Furthermore, an enhancement of fluid lubrication may also help in establishment of an effective nano boundary layer on the surface of the metal [38].

5. Conclusion

For the first time, the dry contact mechanics, steady-state and transient EHL of CoM hip bearings were solved using full numerical methods. Typical dry contact and film pressure distributions and film profiles were predicted for CoM THRPs. The effects of the geometric parameters, \( R_2 \) and \( c \), on lubricated and unlubricated pressure distributions and steady-state and transient fluid film thicknesses were analyzed. The lubrication performance of CoM hip bearing was compared with that of CoC and MoM hip bearings. The following conclusions can be drawn from this study:

(1) The profiles of the dry and lubricated contact pressures of CoM THRPs showed typical characteristics of hard-on-hard hip bearings: the maximum
pressure was at the centre of the contact area; the pressure distribution closely resembled the Hertz contact distribution.

(2) Full numerical analyses of contact mechanics and EHL models indicated that head radius and radial clearance are important parameters in the contact mechanics and EHL of CoM THRs. Increasing head radius and reducing radial clearance reduced contact pressure and enhanced lubricant film.

(3) The effects of head radius and radial clearance on lubrication performance were consistent with wear tests of CoM hip bearings reported in the literature.

(4) The film thickness of CoM hip bearing was thicker than that of the CoC hip bearing, but thinner than that of the MoM hip bearing. However, CoC and CoM hip bearings are more likely to benefit full fluid film lubrication than MoM hip bearings.
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**Nomenclature:**

- $c$: radial clearance between head and insert
- $e_x, e_y$: eccentricity components of the femoral head in $x$ and $y$ directions
- $E_c, E_h$: elastic moduli of insert and head, respectively
- $E'$: equivalent elastic modulus of bearing surfaces
- $f_x, f_y, f_z$: calculated load components
- $h$: film thickness
- $h_{\text{min}}$: the minimum film thickness
- $p$: pressure
- $r$: contact radius calculated from Hertz contact theory
- $R$: radius of the equivalent ball of the equivalent ball-on-plane model
- $R_{a(\text{cup})}$: average roughness of the insert
- $R_{a(\text{head})}$: average roughness of the head
- $R_h$: radius of femoral head
- $R_c$: radius of the cup/insert
- $t$: time (s)
- $u$: effective entraining velocity
- $w_y$: applied load in $y$ direction
- $x, y, z$: Cartesian coordinates

- $\delta$: elastic deformation the femoral head and acetabular cup
- $\eta$: viscosity of synovial fluid
- $\phi, \theta$: angular coordinates in the entraining and side-leakage directions respectively.
- $\lambda$: lambda ratio
- $\nu_c, \nu_h$: Poisson’s rations of insert and head, respectively
- $\omega$: angular velocity
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Table 1 Material properties used for CoCr alloy, titanium, alumina and equivalent support layer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Elastic modulus (GPa)</th>
<th>Poisson’s ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CoCr</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Titanium</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivalent support layer</td>
<td>2.27</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alumina</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 Comparison of the predicted maximum contact pressure and contact area between the present finite element study and the Hertz contact theory

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Radius (mm)</th>
<th>Radial clearance (µm)</th>
<th>Maximum contact pressure (MPa)</th>
<th>Contact area (mm²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Finite element</td>
<td>Hertz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>112.60</td>
<td>105.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>92.89</td>
<td>88.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>78.41</td>
<td>75.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>49.34</td>
<td>47.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>110.50</td>
<td>105.89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1 A ball-in-socket configuration for contact mechanics and EHL analyses of CoM bearings
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Figure 4 Contour plots of dry contact pressure (MPa) at the bearing surface of CoM hip replacements with a similar radial clearance (60 µm) but different radii: (a) 14 mm, (b) 16 mm, (c) 18 mm
Figure 5 Contour plots of dry contact pressure (MPa) at the bearing surface of CoM hip replacements with a similar radius (18 mm) but different radial clearances: (a) 100 µm, (b) 30 µm
Figure 6 Contour plots of steady-state film pressure (MPa) in CoM hip replacements with similar radial clearance (60 µm) but different radii: (a) 14 mm, (b) 16 mm, (c) 18 mm
Figure 7 Contour plots of steady-state film pressure (MPa) in CoM hip replacements with similar radius (18 mm) but different radial clearances: (a) 100 µm, (b) 30 µm
Figure 8 Minimum film thicknesses produced by the H-D formula and current numerical model under different loads for a 36-mm-diameter CoM THR with radial clearance of 60 µm
Figure 9 Comparison of steady-state film thickness on the central line along the entraining direction for different radii \((c = 60 \, \mu m)\) (a) and radial clearances \((R_h = 18 \, mm)\) (b)
Figure 10 Prediction of the central film thickness (a), minimum film thickness (b) and maximum pressure (c) by transient EHL solution for CoM hip replacements with a similar radial clearance (60 µm) but different radii, under transient conditions based on ISO 14242-1
Figure 11 Prediction of the central film thickness (a), minimum film thickness (b) and maximum pressure (c) by transient EHL solution for CoM hip replacements with a similar size (18 mm) but different radial clearances, under transient conditions based on ISO 14242-1
Figure 12 Under transient conditions based on ISO 14242-1, prediction of the central film thickness (a), minimum film thickness (b) and maximum pressure (c) by transient EHL solution for CoM, CoC and MoM hip replacements with similar size (18 mm) and radial clearance (60 µm)